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Abstract2

A one-dimensional (1D) comprehensive combustion model for thermally thick wet3

wood particles, which is also applicable for studying large wood logs, is developed. The4

model describes drying, devolatilization and char gasification as well as char oxidation.5

Furthermore, CO oxidation is modeled, in order to account for the fact that exiting gas6

products can be oxidized and therefore limit the oxygen transportation to the active7

sites. The challenges for model validation are outlined. Model validation was done8

against experimental data for combustion of near-spherical wood particles. Further-9

more, the validated model was up-scaled and the effect of wood log diameter on the10

thermal conversion time, the extent as well as the position of drying, devolatilization11

and char conversion zones were studied. The upscaling was done for cylindrical wood12

logs with an aspect ratio of 4. The thermal conversion time significantly increased with13

the size. It was also found that the relative extent of the drying, devolatilization and14

char conversion zones decreased as wood log size increased. The paper concludes with15

recommendations for future works.16
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1 Introduction29

Wood has caught the attention of numerous researchers due to its important role as a re-30

newable energy source. Its applications are broad with an enhanced usage within the field of31

thermal conversion, where a wide range of particle sizes is used.1 Over the last decades the32

designs of the combustion units used to thermochemically convert wood, e.g. wood stoves,33

were improved based on experimental studies. However, a more cost-efficient optimization34

route is the combination of modeling and experiments.2 Therefore it is of interest to focus35

on model development describing thermochemical conversion of wood. However, if a wood36

combustion model shall be embedded in a simulation tool that is used for design and opti-37

mization purposes of wood combustion units, an accurate description of the char conversion38

stage, in addition to the implementation of detailed drying and devolatilization models, is39

crucial. The reason why char conversion is considered a key part of an accurate solid phase40

model is that the char conversion stage is significantly slower than drying and devolatilization41

and hereby influences the total thermal conversion time. Consequently, the char burnout42

time has a significant effect on the design of a combustion unit. In addition, a significant43

amount of the thermal energy is stored in the char.44

There is already a number of combustion models available.1,3–11 Two different model-45

ing concepts are used: the layer (or interface) approach3,4,7,9–11 and the mesh-based ap-46

proach.1,5,6,8 A more detailed analysis of currently available thermal wood conversion models47

is presented by Haberle et al.12 Still, compared to modeling work related to thermal coal48

conversion, the literature on wood particles is limited.49

Even though numerous studies on coal combustion are available in the open literature50

these studies are not directly relevant for wood combustion modeling since wood and coal are51

very different fuels, with wood having a higher volatile content and a lower energy density.1352

The volatile content in biomass is around 80 % compared to only around 30% for coal.1453

In addition, while the pore structure of coal is isotropic, the pore structure of biomass is54

non-isotropic.55
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Due to the significantly higher volatile content of biomass, biomass has a longer de-56

volatilization stage compared to coal. In fact these two fuels differ significantly in ignition57

temperature, ignition delay and burnout times. For biomass conversion, volatiles can more58

easily exit the particle through its porous structure. In coal particles on the other hand, the59

internal pressure increases more, due to its lower porosity and if the pressure becomes high60

enough, the walls in the particle break while suddenly releasing the volatiles in jets.15 This61

different behavior in volatile release affects the volatiles combustion time. While the combus-62

tion time of volatile matter of biomass takes 40 - 50 % of the total combustion time, it only63

takes 10 - 20 % of the total combustion time of coal particles.15 All these aspects highlight64

that wood combustion models are not simply compatible with coal combustion models and65

wood combustion models therefore have to be considered as an independent area of research66

where further development is needed.67

Yang et al.1 studied the combustion characteristics of biomass, with a special focus68

on the particle size range from 10 µm to 20 mm. This was done both experimentally69

and with a two-dimensional (2D) mesh-based model. Their char conversion model does70

not explicitly consider the diffusion of oxygen to the active sites, and also only considers71

oxidation reactions, while fully neglecting both steam and CO2 gasification.1 However, it72

has been reported by other researchers that in the case of significantly wet particles being73

thermally converted, the available water vapor leaving the inner parts of the particle where74

drying and devolatilization still occur, passes through the hot char zones, where it can act75

as gasifying agent.16 Yang et al.1 used a simplified one-step global devolatilization model,76

which requires a pre-defined ratio between produced char and gases. This means that the77

char content does not automatically change depending on the heating rate. This behavior78

can be accurately predicted with more advanced devolatilization models, e.g. with three79

independent competitive reactions. Yang et al.1 found that the influence of particle shape80

on the particle’s combustion behavior is crucial. They also found that due to the ignition of81

the released volatiles, the particle temperature increased. As a consequence, also the volatile82
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release and the char burning rate were accelerated. This trend was observed for all particle83

sizes tested. The time until this volatile gas ignition occurred, increased as particle size84

increased.85

Lu et al.5 developed a one-dimensional (1D) model describing wood combustion and86

presented experimental data as well as modeling results of combustion characteristics of87

differently sized particles, within a size range of 3 to 15 mm. Furthermore, they studied88

different shapes of particles, with their model being able to describe combustion of cylinders,89

spheres and flat plates. Due to the non-isotropic nature of biomass, it is not clear, however,90

how well multi-dimensional physics is reproduced by the use of simple bridge factors in a 1D91

model.92

Besides the more obvious influence of particle size and shape on combustion behavior,93

there is also current research effort on identifying the influence of thermal pre-treatment of94

wood on its combustion behavior.17 These studies were performed with spherical particles95

with a size range of 3 to 5 mm. The combustion behavior of torrefied particles was studied96

and it was found that for such particles the devolatilization time was linearly dependent on97

the mass of the tested sample. It was also shown that for raw biomass particles, within98

the same particle size range, the char burnout time also increased linearly with increasing99

biomass mass.17100

The current paper presents a study on how particle size affects the combustion of large101

thermally thick wood particles and logs by means of a 1D mesh-based model. Therefore102

the paper first presents the validation of the model. Experimental data was available for a103

thermally thick, near-spherical particle (aspect ratio of 1), and validation was done for such104

wood particles. After validation, the model was up-scaled to larger cylindrical wood logs.105

This was done because the model will be used for simulating the thermochemical degradation106

and char conversion in typical wood stoves. Here, we define a wood log as a thermally thick107

wood particle that has a size in the cm-range and typically an aspect ratio larger than 4.108

Even though there are works available studying the combustion characteristics of differ-109
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ently sized wood particles, none of those works focused on wood particles of sizes close to110

wood logs used for combustion in wood stoves. The influence of particle size is expected to111

be very important when modeling thermal biomass conversion, as it involves a closely cou-112

pled interaction between chemistry and heat and mass transfer processes with emphasis on113

the fact that the mentioned transfer phenomena are affected by particle size.1 Furthermore,114

the paper also includes a detailed discussion on grid-independence and the requirements for115

the 1D-mesh to obtain a grid-independent solution. In addition, the challenges for model116

validation of a thermal conversion model, with focus on char conversion modeling validation117

are discussed.118

Finally, it should be noted that for highly detailed simulation models, like the ones being119

used here, a number of input data are required in order for the simulation tool to yield reliable120

results. These input data, such as permeability, internal surface area or thermal conductivity,121

are typically determined for different wood species in specially designed experiments. As part122

of the model development and validation we therefore also aimed for testing and running the123

model with the best available key input data that can be found in current literature124

2 Numerical modeling125

A 1D mesh-based model for drying, devolatilization and char conversion of a wet thermally126

thick cylindrical wood particles was developed. The differentiation between particle and log127

was done, based on the shape that was tested. Near-spherical particles were considered as128

particles, while wood particles with an aspect ratio larger than 1, and consequently considered129

cylindrical, were referred to as wood logs in this work.130

Mesh-based models are comprehensive models, that divide the particle into a large num-131

ber of shells (in case of a cylindrical or spherical particle). At every grid point, solid, liquid132

and gas phases are present and the gas phase consist of a number of gas species. The model133

includes the evolution equations for wood density, char density, ash density, total gas phase,134
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gas phase species, temperature and liquid free water as well as bound water. The water135

content exceeding the fiber saturation point (for most wood species 30wt%, dry basis) is136

classified as liquid free water, while the water content below the fiber saturation point is137

classified as bound water. The convective and diffusive transport of the gas phase within138

the porous structure is modeled. Furthermore, the liquid phase can be transported by diffu-139

sion (if defined as bound water) or by convection (if defined as liquid free water). However,140

the transport of liquid free water has been found to be negligible during high temperature141

drying,18 and it has therefore been deactivated in the current model. Drying is modeled142

either by the kinetic rate model or the thermal drying model. Devolatilization is described143

by a three independent competitive reactions scheme in the primary devolatilization stage144

and subsequent secondary tar reactions. More details on the scheme can be found in earlier145

works.18 In the following sub-section the applied governing equations are discussed in more146

detail.147

2.1 Governing equations148

A detailed discussion of the governing equations relevant for drying and devolatilization has149

been presented in an earlier work by Haberle et al.18 Nonetheless, the most relevant equations150

are given in Table 1 and Table 2.151
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Table 1: List of evolution equations that have to be implemented for the drying and de-
volatilization model. The last column gives the relevant references.

Evolution equation Ref.

Wood density1) ∂ρwood

∂t
= −(k1 + k2 + k3)ρwood − ρwood

Vj

∂Vj
∂t

19

Ash density ∂ρash
∂t

= −ρash
Vj

∂Vj
∂t

5

Gas phase continuity equation ∂εgρ
g
g

∂t
+ 1

r

∂(rεgρ
g
gur)

∂r
= ω̇g

5

Species mass fraction ∂(εgρ
g
gYk)

∂t
+ 1

r

∂(rεgρ
g
gYkur)

∂r
=

1
r
∂
∂r

(
rεgρ

g
gDeff

∂Yk
∂r

)
+ ω̇k

5

Char density2) ∂ρchar
∂t

= k3ρwood + εgk5ρ
g
tar − ρchar

Vj

∂Vj
∂t

19

Temperature
(
ρwoodcP,wood + ρcharcP,char + ρlcP,l + ρbcP,b + εgρ

g
gcP,g

)
∂T
∂t

+
(
ρlcP,lul + ρbcP,bub + εgρ

g
gcP,gur

)
∂T
∂r

=

1
r
∂
∂r

(
rλeff

(
∂T
∂r

))
− Φevap − Φdevol,1 + Φdevol,2

20

Liquid free water ∂ρl
∂t

+ 1
r
∂(rρlul)
∂r

= −ω̇evap,l
21

Bound water ∂ρb
∂t

= 1
r
∂
∂r

(
rDb

∂ρb
∂r

)
− ω̇evap,b

3) 21

1) The reaction rates of wood to non-condensable gases, tar and char are given by k1, k2 and k3,
respectively.
2) k5 marks the reaction of tar to char.
3) obtained under assumption of constant wood density until drying is accomplished.
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Table 2: List of additional equations that are required for a drying and devolatilization
model. The last column gives the relevant references.

Additional equation Ref.

Radial gas phase velocity ur = − κ
µg

∂Pg

∂r
5

Ideal equation of state Pg =
ρggRT

MWmix,total

5

Reaction rates of devolatilization ki = Ai exp
(
−Ea,i

RT

)
5

Liquid free water velocity ul = −κl
µl

∂Pl

∂r
21

Liquid pressure1) Pl = Pg − Pc
21

Fraction of residual wood η = ρwood

ρwood,0

Effective thermal conductivity5) λeff = εpore(1− φ)λg + εporeφλl

+(1− εpore)
(
λwood

ρwood

ρwood+ρchar+ρash

+λchar
ρchar

ρwood+ρchar+ρash
+ λash

ρash
ρwood+ρchar+ρash

)
+ εgσT 3dpore

ωpore

Effective permeability2) κeff = ξ(ηκ‖,wood + (1− η)κ‖,char)

+(1− ξ)(ηκ⊥,wood + (1− η)κ⊥,char)

Bound water diffusivity Db = 7× 10−6 exp
(−4633+3523

ρb
ρwood

T

)
21

Knudsen diffusivity, DKnudsen DKnudsen = 2rpore
3

√(
8RT/πMWi

)
8

Effective diffusivity, Deff Deff =
(

1/
(

1
DAB

+ 1
DKnudsen

))
ε2pore

8

Evaporation bound water ω̇evap,b = Aevap exp
(
−Ea,evap

RT

)
ρb

Evaporation liquid free water3) ω̇evap,l = fevap
Fheat

4hevap , with

Fheat = 1
r
∂
∂r

(
rεgρ

g
gurcP,gT − rλeff

∂T
∂r

)
8

Gas phase volume fraction εg = εpore(1− φ) = Vg
V

21

Porosity εpore = Vpore
V

21

Phase average liquid free density4) ρl = ρl
lφεpore

21

Phase average gas phase4) ρg = ρg
g(1− φ)εpore

21

1) Pc is the capillary pressure, which is commonly described by expressions obtained from experimental

observations. In this model we used Pc = 10000
(
ρwood,0Ml

εporeρl

)−0.61
also used by de Paiva Souza and

Nebra.22
2) ξ is the bridge factor.
3) The latent heat of vaporization, 4hevap, was 2.44 × 106 J/kg.5
4) ρll and ρ

g
g are the intrinsic phase average densities of liquid and gas phase, respectively, while φ is the

volume fraction of pores filled with liquid free water.
5) The effective thermal conductivity for wood and char in the solid phase has been taken from Fatehi
and Bai8 and extended to also include the influence of ash and liquid free water and bound water.10
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The numerical model describing char conversion includes oxidation of char

C + xO2 → aCO + bCO2 (R1)

as well as steam gasification

C +H2O → H2 + CO (R2)

and CO2 gasification

C + CO2 → 2CO. (R3)

Compared to the pure drying and devolatilization model, the source term in the gas

phase continuity equation, ω̇g, (see Table 1) has to be changed in order to also consider char

oxidation and gasification reactions such that

ω̇g = ω̇k1,k2 − ω̇k5 + ω̇evap + ω̇oxidΩ1
MWC

MWO2

+ ω̇H2O,gasifΩ2
MWC

MWH2O

+ ω̇CO2,gasifΩ3
MWC

MWCO2

(1)

where ω̇oxid is the reaction rate due to char oxidation while ω̇H2O,gasif and ω̇CO2,gasif are the

reaction rates due to steam and CO2 gasification, respectively. The first three terms on

the right hand side of Eq. (1) are due to primary devolatilization reactions of wood to

non-condensable gases and tar, respectively, ω̇k1,k2 , secondary tar reactions to char, ω̇k5 ,

and evaporation, ω̇evap, respectively. The stoichiometric coefficients of the different char

consumption reactions are given by Ω2 (=1) and Ω3 (=1), respectively, corresponding to the

coefficients in R2 and R3. Reaction R1 has been taken from Evan and Emmons23 with the

following definitions of coefficients

a+ b = 1 (2)

and

x =
a

2
+ b. (3)
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Their modeling assumption of a temperature-dependent ratio between CO/CO2
23

a

b
= 4.3 exp

(
− 3390/T

)
(4)

has been simplified by setting a = 1 and therefore neglecting the temperature-dependency.152

As a consequence Ω1 = 2 in R1. This simplification was done, since the model developed in153

this work was partly also compared against previous modeling results by Fatehi and Bai8 and154

Lu et al.,5 both only assuming heterogeneous char reactions to form CO. Despite the fact155

that a temperature-dependent CO/CO2 ratio is more accurate, it has not been considered156

in the current work in order to ease validation against other modeling works.157

The primary devolatilization reactions describe the formation of non-condensable gases,

k1, and tar, k2, from wood, such that

ω̇k1,k2 = (k1 + k2)ρwood. (5)

In Eq. (5), ρwood refers to the apparent wood density. The secondary tar cracking reac-

tion, ω̇k5 , describe the reaction of tar to char such that

ω̇k5 = k5ρ
g
tarεg, (6)

where ρg
tar is the intrinsic tar density and k5 is the reaction rate constant of tar to char. The158

third term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) refers to water vapor formation due to drying,159

which can be modeled either by the kinetic rate drying model or the thermal drying model160

(see Table 2). More information on the drying stage can be found in an earlier work by161

Haberle et al.18162

Besides the gas phase continuity equation, also char mass evolution and gas phase species

equations have to be modified when char conversion is included in the model. The char mass
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evolution is described by

∂ρchar

∂t
= ω̇k3 + ω̇k5 − ω̇oxidΩ1

MWC

MWO2

− ω̇H2O,gasifΩ2
MWC

MWH2O

− ω̇CO2,gasifΩ3
MWC

MWCO2

(7)

where

ω̇k3 = k3ρwood (8)

includes the reactions of wood to char due to primary devolatilization reactions, while k3 is163

the corresponding reaction rate constant.164

The heterogeneous char conversion reactions describing char conversion can be imple-

mented in the model as5

ω̇i = sa,char
ρchar

ρchar + ρwood + ρash

kiεgρ
g
gYk (9)

where the reaction rate constants of reactions R1 to R3, ki, are described by a temperature-

dependent Arrhenius expression such that5

ki = AiT exp
(−Ea,i

RT

)
, (10)

with Ai being the pre-exponential factor, Ea,i the activation energy, R the ideal gas constant165

and T the temperature. The subscript i, in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), refers to the different166

char conversion reactions mentioned in R1 to R3. Furthermore, the term ρchar
ρchar+ρwood+ρash

is167

included in Eq. (9) to account for the decreasing fraction of surface area occupied by char168

due to ongoing char conversion. This is a valid assumption, as it has also been shown by169

Wornat et al.24 that the reactivity of two different biomass chars was reduced during char170

conversion. The reason herefore was stated to be an ongoing depletion of more reactive171

carbon, and the physical and chemical alteration of available inorganic compounds, which172

caused them to be less catalytically active.24173

Metal release during biomass combustion was not considered in this work and therefore174
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also the catalytic effect of potassium was neglected. This is a valid assumption since for175

large thermally thick wood particles, as those studied here, the conversion is dominated by176

transport phenomena and not by reaction kinetics.1177

Spruce has an initial oxygen content of 43.5 % while for birch the value is 44.3 %.178

Consequently, hardwoods and softwoods both have a high oxygen content, and the resulting179

chars also still contain oxygen within the range of 5.1 to 6.4 % for birch char and spruce180

char, respectively.7 For simplicity, this oxygen content is not considered while modeling char181

oxidation.182

In Eq. (9) the reaction order is set to unity. Char reactivity depends on the solid feed-183

stock as well as the devolatilization conditions, which affect the pore structure of the char and184

the elemental composition. It has been suggested that the differences in the char reactivity185

derived from wood species can be taken into consideration by adjusting the pre-exponential186

factor as well as the reaction order.25 However, in this work, the reaction order was set to187

unity, which is a common modeling approach, see e.g. Fatehi and Bai8 or Lu et al.5188

One main difference of a comprehensive numerical model including all three stages of

thermal conversion and a model that is focusing solely on drying and devolatilization is

an increase in the number of considered gas phase species. While a pure drying and de-

volatilization model does not require an explicit consideration of H2O, CO2, H2, CO and

O2, the evolution of these species has to be modeled in a char conversion model to predict

accurate char conversion rates. The governing equation for gas phase species is listed in

Table 1. The corresponding source terms due to char conversion are

ω̇CO = 2ω̇oxid
MWCO

MWO2

+ fCOω̇k1 + gCOω̇k4 + ω̇H2O,gasif
MWCO

MWH2O

+ 2ω̇CO2,gasif
MWCO

MWCO2

− ω̇CO,oxid

(11)

ω̇O2 = −ω̇oxid − ω̇CO,oxid
1MWO2

2MWCO

(12)

ω̇H2 = fH2ω̇k1 + gH2ω̇k4 + ω̇H2O,gasif
MWH2

MWH2O

(13)
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ω̇H2O,g = ω̇evap − ω̇H2O,gasif + fH2Oω̇k1 + gH2Oω̇k4 (14)

ω̇CO2 = fCO2ω̇k1 + gCO2ω̇k4 − ω̇CO2,gasif + ω̇CO,oxid
MWCO2

MWCO

(15)

ω̇tar = ω̇k2 − ω̇k4 − ω̇k5 (16)

where ω̇k4 represents reaction rates due to the tar cracking to non-condensable gases,

ω̇k4 = k4ρ
g
tarεg. (17)

The fractions fCO2 , fCO, fH2 and fH2O define how much carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,189

hydrogen and water vapor are produced from primary devolatilization reactions, and the190

fractions gCO2 , gCO, gH2 and gH2O define how much of the corresponding species are formed191

from tar reactions.192

Homogeneous gas phase reactions are partly considered in this model, where carbon193

monoxide reactions occur inside the pores. This is a critical aspect that needs to be con-194

sidered, since this reaction consumes oxygen and therefore even further restricts the oxygen195

transportation to the active sites. The corresponding reaction and kinetics that were used,196

are listed in Table 4.197

Finally, the temperature equation becomes

(
ρwoodcP,wood + ρcharcP,char + ρashcP,ash + ρlcP,l + ρbcP,b + εgρ

g
gcP,g

)∂T
∂t

+(
ρlcP,lul + ρbcP,bub + εgρ

g
gcP,gur

)∂T
∂r

=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
rλeff

(∂T
∂r

))
− Φheat

(18)

15
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where

Φheat = ω̇k1,k2,k34hdevol,1 + ω̇k4,k54hdevol,2 + ω̇evap4hevap

+ω̇oxidΩ1
MWC

MWO2

4hoxid + ω̇H2O,gasifΩ2
MWC

MWH2O

4hH2O,gasif

+ω̇CO2,gasifΩ3
MWC

MWCO2

4hCO2,gasif + ω̇CO,oxid4hCO,oxid

+ω̇k1

(∫ T

T0

(cP,wood − cP,non−cond. gases)dT
)

+ ω̇k2

(∫ T

T0

(cP,wood − cP,tar)dT
)

+ω̇k3

(∫ T

T0

(cP,wood − cP,char)dT
)

+ω̇evap

(∫ T

T0

(cP,water − cP,vapor)dT
)

+(ω̇H2O,gasif + ω̇oxid + ω̇CO2,gasif)
(∫ T

T0

(cP,char − cP,non−cond. gases)dT
)

+ω̇k4

(∫ T

T0

(cP,tar − cP,non−cond. gases)dT
)

+ ω̇k5

(∫ T

T0

(cP,tar − cP,char)dT
)

(19)

The the average bound water mass flux ρbub, entering Eq. (18) needs to be defined as

suggested by Grønli21

ρbub = −Db
∂ρb

∂r
(20)

under the assumption that wood density remains more or less constant within the wet wood198

zone, where bound water transportation is of relevance.199

The set of differential and algebraic equations has to be solved by a suitable solver. A200

complication is that homogeneous gas phase reactions, such as carbon monoxide oxidation,201

are very stiff, which has to be considered when a suitable solver is chosen. In the current202

work we use the IDA solver, which is a part of the SUNDIALS software package,26 and203

time integration is done by a backward differentiation formula (order 1 to 5, which as well204

defines the temporal order of accuracy). The convective terms are discretized by first order205

up-winding, while the diffusion terms in the transport equations use a second order central206

difference. The spatial discretization is therefore of first order accuracy. In this work,207

the term combustion refers to the sum of all stages of thermal conversion; namely drying,208
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devolatilization and char conversion.209

2.2 Boundary conditions210

The boundary conditions for temperature and species mass fractions are given by8

λeff
∂T

∂r
= εparticleσ(T 4

wall − T 4
surface) + hc(Tgas − Tsurface) (21)

and

εgDeff
∂Yk
∂r

= hm(Y∞,k − Ysurface,k). (22)

The heat and mass transfer coefficients, hc and hm, entering these boundary conditions

have to be corrected due to the influence of exiting gases. This influence is often called

the blowing effect or the Stefan flow effect. It is only valid to set heat and mass transfer

coefficients to their uncorrected values (marked by subscript ,0 in the following) if Ṁtotal → 0,

i.e.;

hc,0 = lim
Ṁtotal→0

hc (23)

and

hm,0 = lim
Ṁtotal→0

hm. (24)

where Ṁtotal is the total mass flux of gas species leaving the particle, being defined as

Ṁtotal = ρg
gεgur. (25)

The uncorrected mass transfer coefficient (without the influence of the Stefan flow) are found

from

hm,0 =
DABSh

dP

(26)
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while the corresponding heat transfer coefficient is calculated as

hc,0 =
Nuλg

dp

. (27)

Both Nu and Sh can be obtained from the Ranz-Marshall correlation9

Nu = 2 + 0.6Re0.5Pr1/3 (28)

and

Sh = 2 + 0.6Re0.5Sc1/3. (29)

for this specific test case, since a near-spherical particle is modeled. The diffusivity is calcu-

lated from the following equation27

DAB = DAB,ref

( T

Tref

)1.75

, (30)

with the reference diffusivity, DAB,ref = 2 × 10−5 m2/s, being taken from Fatehi and Bai.8211

The thermal diffusivity of the gas phase (λg) is assumed constant and the value found in212

Table 3 is used.213

The corrected heat and mass transfer coefficients are defined as28

hm =
Ṁtotal(

exp
(
Ṁtotal

hm,0

)
− 1
) . (31)

Due to the analogy between heat and mass transfer a similar expression can be defined for

the corrected heat transfer coefficient28

hc =
Ṁtotal ¯cP,g(

exp
(
Ṁtotal ¯cP,g

hc,0

)
− 1
) . (32)

where ¯cP,g is the mass averaged specific heat capacity of the gas phase.214
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For model validation, the surrounding gas phase temperature was set to 1050 K and the215

furnace wall temperature was set to 1276 K. The pressure at the particle surface was equal216

to ambient pressure.217

The particle moisture content was 40 % (wet basis), and a near-spherical particle with a218

diameter of 9.5 mm and an aspect ratio of 1 was tested. The authors emphasize that for more219

realistic combustion modeling of solid fuel conversion, a dynamic coupling between solid-220

and gas-phase is recommended. Only a dynamically coupled solid- and gas-phase model221

can accurately link for example a fluctuating radiative feedback of the flame to the solid222

and predict how this change in external heat source affects the heat-controlled phenomena223

occurring inside the wood particle during thermochemical wood degradation and combustion,224

e.g. the volatile release rate. For example ANSYS Fluent, which has well-established gas225

phase models, lacks the ability to describe single wood particle or log combustion. This226

shortcoming therefore requires the implementation of a solid phase model via user-defined227

functions. Even though the authors aim for the CFD implementation of their solid phase228

model via user-defined functions, the current status is a model written as a stand-alone code.229

This is the first step in the development of the entire simulation tool (gas and solid phase).230

Before the user-defined functions can be developed, the authors, however, found that it is231

crucial to validate the chemical and physical phenomena considered and implemented in the232

stand-alone code. This is done in order to assure that the solid phase model is a suitable233

modeling tool by itself, independent of whether it is linked to a gas phase model or not.234

Hence, it was not the scope of this work to develop the entire simulation tool, but rather to235

present the solid phase combustion model.236

3 Numerical set-up237

The data given in Table 3 were used for the simulations presented in this paper, i.e. for mod-238

eling combustion of a single thermally thick poplar particle. For simulating the combustion239
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of a poplar particle Mehrabian et al.9 based their simulations on the following proximate240

analysis: 48.1 wt.% d.b. C, 5.77 wt.% d.b. H, 45.53 wt.% d.b. O and 0.1 wt.% d.b. N. They241

furthermore assumed an ash content of 0.5 wt.% d.b. which was also assumed in this work.242

This ash content outlines that wood in general contains little ash.243
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Table 3: Properties used as input values for the drying, devolatilization and char conversion
model. The data is applied for poplar wood (hardwood).

Property Unit Value Ref.

Apparente/true wood density, (ρwood & ρwood,true) [kg/m3] 570 & 1500 (→ εpore,0 = 0.62) 1) &29

Thermal conductivity (wood), λwood,‖ \λwood,⊥ [W/(mK)] 0.73 \0.52 7

Thermal conductivity (ash), λash,‖,⊥ [W/(mK)] 1.03 27

Thermal conductivity (char), λchar,‖,⊥ [W/(mK)] 1.47 + 1.1 × 10−3 T 27

Thermal conductivity (gases), λg [W/(mK)] 25.77 × 10−3 19

Thermal conductivity (water), λl [W/(mK)] 0.278 + 1.11 × 10−3 T 7

Bridge factor, ξ [-] 0.68 30

Specific heat capacity (wood), cP, wood [J/(kgK)] 1500 + T 9

Specific heat capacity (ash), cP, ash [J/(kgK)] 754 + 0.586 (T - 273) 27

Specific heat capacity (non-condensable gases), cP, g [J/(kgK)] 770 + 0.624 T - 1.91 × 10−4 T2 21

Specific heat capacity (char), cP, char [J/(kgK)] 420 + 2.09 T + 6.85 × 10−4 T2 21

Specific heat capacity (tar), cP, tar [J/(kgK)] -100 + 4.4 T -1.57 × 10−3 T2 21

Specific heat capacity (vapor), cP, vapor [J/(kgK)] 1670 + 6.4 × 10−1 T 21

Permeability, κsolid ⊥, ‖ m2 10−14 31

Particle emissivity, εparticle [-] 0.85 9

1) This value was calculated based on knowing the apparent density and the true density.244

245

The pre-exponential factors, activation energies and heat of reactions that were used for246

drying, devolatilization and char conversion are presented in Table 4. The kinetic data for247
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evaporation modeling is only relevant if the kinetic rate drying model is used.248

Table 4: Kinetic data used for modeling drying, devolatilization and char gasification
and oxidation. "Gases" in the following table refer to non-condensable gases.

Reaction Reaction Pre-exponential Activation Ref. Heat of Ref.

rate constant factor energy reaction

[1/s] [kJ/mol] [kJ/kg]

k1 Wood → Gases 1.11× 1011 177 32 -418 33

k2 Wood → Tar 9.28 × 109 149 32 -418 33

k3 Wood → Char 3.05 × 107 125 32 -418 33

k4 Tar → Gases 4.28 × 106 107.5 34 42 35

k5 Tar → Char 1 × 105 107.5 36 42 35

kevap ρb → εgρ
g
gYvap 5.13 × 1010 88 37 -2440 5

koxid C + 0.5 O2 → CO 1.715 T 74.8 7 9212 1)

kH2O,gasif C + H2O → CO + H2 3.42 T 130 5 -10940 1)

kCO2,gasif C + CO2 → 2 CO 3.42 T 130 5 -14370 1)

kCO,oxid CO + 0.5O2 → CO2 1012.35 167 5 10110 5

1) The heat of reactions have been calculated by assuming char reacting as pure C.249

Hydrogen oxidation reactions are deactivated in the presented test runs, since it is as-250

sumed that only minor amounts of hydrogen are formed from primary and secondary de-251

volatilization. Since also steam gasification reactions are very slow compared to oxidation252

reactions, the source of hydrogen is limited, also limiting the homogeneous oxidation reac-253

tions.254

In fact homogeneous oxidation reactions were only modeled for CO, neglecting that dur-255
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ing devolatilization also other combustible gas products are formed. Theoretically all com-256

bustible gases formed during devolatilization, including CO, can contribute to homogeneous257

gas phase combustion within the pores. One expects CO, CO2, H2, CH4 and some other258

short-chained hydocarbons (CxHy) as main products. Neves et al.38 found, based on review-259

ing literature data and developing a model to predict the gas product yields, that the amounts260

of CH4 and CxHy are commonly negligible for devolatilization at primary devolatilization261

temperatures (commonly below 500◦C). For non-condensable gas formation occuring at these262

temperatures, CH4 and CxHy mass fractions together form a contribution of 1% of the total263

non-condensable gas phase product yield. Only if the temperatures increase from 500◦C to264

850◦C the sum of the two species forms a significantly higher contribution of 10%. However,265

then again this implies, that this increased formation of CH4 and CxHy at higher temper-266

atures than 500◦C is due to secondary tar cracking reactions.38 Other non-condensable gas267

phase products are even more restricted in their contribution to the total non-condensable268

gas phase yield (e.g. H2 mass fraction only increased from 0.2% to less than 1% when269

temperature rose from 500◦C to about 850◦C).270

Therefore the authors assumed that CO will be the main gas component that homoge-271

neously consumes oxygen. Again emphasis is made that the detailed species composition272

of the product gas is not a modeling aim in the current work. The aim is the considera-273

tion of oxygen availability limitation for heterogeneous oxidation, not only by mass-transfer274

limitations but also chemical phenomena due to leaving gas products.275

4 Model validation276

The model was validated against experimental work by Lu et al.5 These experimental data277

were for near-spherical particles with an aspect ratio of 1, and therefore also such particles278

were used for the model validation. However, their experimental results show a large spread.279

This indicates that the error-bars associated with the measurements, in particular of the280
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temperature at the particle surface and in the particle center, were significant. This highlights281

how difficult it is to measure the temperature during char conversion, which is partly due to282

the ongoing size reduction of the particle during combustion.5 Therefore, in order to validate283

the model, the modeling results of our 1D mesh-based model were not only compared against284

the experimental results but also against the modeling results by Lu et al.5 and Fatehi and285

Bai.8 Overall good agreement was found between our work and the work by Lu et al.5 and286

Fatehi and Bai.8 Small deviations are visible though, since some assumptions are different:287

1. The specific heat capacities of wood, char, ash and gases are different. The reason is288

that it is not clear from the paper of Lu et al.5 how the specific heat capacities for289

wood and char were chosen.290

2. The porosity was allowed to change from wood (εg = 0.62) to char (εchar = 0.9) to ash291

(εash = 0.9, taken from Mehrabian et al.9 ). The authors assumed in this work that292

there is no change in porosity from char to ash (similar to what has been assumed293

by Fatehi and Bai39). When setting the initial wood porosity to 0.62, the true wood294

density has to be set to 1500 kg/m3, in order to result in an apparent wood density of295

570 kg/m3. This is a reasonable assumption for true wood density of softwoods and296

hardwoods.29 The assumed porosity by Lu et al.5 (εg = 0.4) was considered too low,297

as it would require a true wood density of 950 kg/m3, which is too low for most wood298

species. Therefore, different porosities were used in this work.299

3. The diffusivity of gases was assumed to be temperature-dependent as suggested by300

Hermansson and Thunman.27 This is in contrast to the constant diffusivity, equal to301

the one at room temperature, that was used by Lu et al.5302

4. The model presented in this work is considering that liquid free water occupies part of303

the pore volume. This means that as long as liquid free water is present in the pores the304

volume fraction of the gas phase, is lower than the porosity. This is not commonly done305

in other works, e.g. Fatehi and Bai8 and Lu et al.,5 where the simplifying assumption306
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is made that all liquid water present in the particle is embedded in the solid matrix307

and is therefore not hindering the gas phase flow.308

5. Shrinkage is modeled based on the same concept as suggested by Lu et al.,5 but shrink-

age during drying was only considered if a change in bound water density occurred. A

change in liquid free water density, due to liquid water evaporation, is not coupled to

volumetric shrinkage. Therefore the empirical correlation describing shrinkage is given

by5

Vparticle

Vparticle,0

= 1 + (1− βevap)
( ρb

ρb,0

− 1
)

+ (1− βdevol)
( ρwood

ρwood,0

− 1
)
, (33)

with βevap being 0.9 for modeling shrinkage during drying, βdevol being 0.9 for modeling309

shrinkage during devolatilization. Volumetric shrinkage during char conversion has not310

been modeled since we assumed that the particle size reduction during char conversion311

is due to char consumption reactions and not volumetric shrinkage. The char particle312

size reduction, is instead accounted for by char being converted to ash at the outer313

part of the char layer.314

6. Due to numerical instabilities obtained with higher specific surface areas and therefore315

stiffer char oxidation reactions, the authors assumed a reduction in actual specific316

surface area as conversion proceeded. This was done for purely numerical reasons.317

The influence of such a reduction was tested to be minor, not affecting the mass loss318

trends, while only slightly affecting the predicted char layer thickness. The actual319

specific surface area was assumed to be in the range of 104 to 105 m2/m3.320

Considering that some assumptions were different, the modeling results were compared321

against modeling results by Fatehi and Bai8 as well as Lu et al.,5 to see if the model developed322

by the authors predicted similar temperatures and mass losses.323
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(a) Normalized residual solid mass predic-
tion validated against other modeling results
(Fatehi and Bai,8 Lu et al.5).

(b) Normalized residual solid mass prediction
validated against experimental results by Lu
et al.5

Figure 1: Validation of the normalized residual solid mass modeling results.

The normalized residual solid mass is very well predicted by the model (see Figure 1).324

Small deviations from experiments (Figure 1b) are linked to modeling assumptions, but325

the difference is rather negligible. The small deviations from other modeling works (see326

Figure 1a) are related to different assumptions, as listed in the beginning of the chapter.327

The model predicts a slightly longer conversion time compared to what has been found in328

experiments or other modeling works, which highlights that other thermophysical properties329

could be tested as well, to see how signficant their effect is on model accuracy and if other330

values are more suitable for describing poplar wood. When plotting the center and surface331

temperatures, more significant deviations became apparent (see Figure 2).332

However, it needs to be pointed out that comparison of mass loss modeling results to333

experimental observations might be more reliable, since the measurement of temperature334

fields is more difficult than the continuous weighing of the residual particle.335
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(a) Temperature modeling results validated
against other modeling results (Fatehi and
Bai,8 Lu et al.5).

(b) Temperature modeling results validated
against experimental results by Lu et al.5

Figure 2: Validation of the surface and center temperature modeling results. The red lines in
Figure 2a are the predicted center temperatures and the blue lines are the predicted surface
temperatures. The following symbols are used in Figure 2b: Tsurface: ◦ , ∗ ; Tcenter: ◦ , + .

Drying can be identified in all modeling results by the temperature plateau at ∼ 373 K336

(see Figure 2a). The plateau in this model is not as obvious as shown by modeling results by337

Lu et al.,5 which is due to different drying models. In this work a pure kinetic rate drying338

model is used while Lu et al.5 used a combination of the thermal drying model and the339

kinetic rate drying model. This difference in drying models is due to the numerical set-up340

of this model, where liquid free water, evaporating by the thermal drying model, fills pores,341

while bound water, evaporating by the kinetic rate drying model, does not. Since Lu et342

al.5 have not considered that liquid water as well occupies pore volume, even when using a343

combined thermal and kinetic rate drying model, it was found that the overall handling of344

the liquid phase is more similar to a pure bound water assumption in our model.345

The center temperature increases quickly as soon as drying has been accomplished and346

only between 600 and 800 K the influence of endothermic primary devolatilization reactions347

seems to slow down the temperature increase, before finally the char oxidation reactions348
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start contributing to the temperature increase. The extent to which this second temperature349

plateau between 600 and 800 K is visible depends on the choice of heat of reaction of the350

primary devolatilization reactions.351

The predicted surface temperature differs significantly from the experimental data (Fig-352

ure 2b), but as mentioned earlier, the deviation between the two experimental series is also353

significant. Further validation against other experimental data is challenging since there354

is little information available in the open literature that covers experiments of single wood355

particles and logs converting under similar conditions, where the full thermal conversion356

is included. The predicted surface temperature also deviated from the predicted surface357

temperature by Lu et al.5 and Fatehi and Bai.8 It is assumed that this difference is due to358

assumed wood properties, such as e.g. porosities, emissivity.359

Overall, it was found that the modeling results of the wood combustion model differ from360

experimental results when it comes to center and surface temperature predictions. However,361

the mass loss predicted by the wood combustion model agrees well with what has been362

observed experimentally. Since temperature measurements are so challenging due to the size363

reduction of the char particle during char consumption and due to the intrusive nature of364

the measurements in the particle center, it is assumed that the deviation of modeling results365

from experimentally observed surface and center temperatures is mainly due to experimental366

artifacts. Measuring the mass loss, on the other hand, can still be accurately done, and with367

respect to that, the modeling results are very close to the experiments. This suggest that368

the model is of acceptable accuracy.369

One expects that if the mass loss is accurate, also the gas release during drying, de-370

volatilization and char conversion is accurately predicted. This is an important input value371

for the gas phase model (=input data entering the CFD platform).372

Due to the relatively large differences between numerical and experimental predictions,373

it is clear that the surface temperature prediction has to be interpreted with care. Since the374

temperature is coupled to the gas phase model, an error in the solid phase model with respect375
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to this temperature profile could potentially affect the results of a simulation tool for wood376

stove design and optimization. However, then again one has to point out that validation377

of this surface temperature is very challenging, since experiments are obviously affected by378

significant errors. Furthermore, the wood particle surface is very much simplified (evened379

out and therefore assumed ideal). In addition, catalytic effects of minerals are entirely380

neglected, which can affect char conversion, and as a consequence, also char oxidation and381

corresponding heat release. Furthermore, the char is simply assumed to be pure C instead382

of also considering that it will contain fractions of H and O.383

4.1 Grid-independence study384

Compared to the pure drying and devolatilization model, it is expected that a finer mesh is385

required when char oxidation and gasification reactions are included in the model. One reason386

for this is that steep temperature gradients are expected in the particle, since exothermic387

char oxidation starts at the surface of the particle while evaporation still occurs in the388

particle center. Steep gradients are also expected for the oxygen concentration in the particle.389

Oxygen diffusion into the particle is limited by oxygen-involving reactions at the char surface,390

or even by oxidation reactions of the exiting gases, such as CO. As a consequence, the oxygen391

cannot diffuse much into the particle, which means that the oxygen content is significant392

only in the vicinity of the char surface.393

Therefore, as part of the model development, the authors tested mesh refinement, to see394

how fine the mesh has to be to yield a grid-independent solution, and how coarse it can be395

to yield numerically efficient modeling tools.396

It was found that a mesh with 13 grid points is not yielding grid-independent solutions.397

One can clearly see peaks in the surface temperature predictions, which are purely numerical398

and result from the rather coarse mesh. Furthermore, the thermochemical conversion is399

predicted too fast, since full conversion is achieved at earlier times compared to finer meshes400

with 27, 55 and 111 grid points. Therefore, further grid refinement was tested and meshes401
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of 27, 55 and 111 grid points were studied. It was found that there was only a minor402

difference in modeling results between a mesh with 55 and with 111 grid points. Therefore,403

it is assumed that grid-independent results can already be obtained with a mesh of 55 grid404

points, which at the same time requires lower computational cost compared to a mesh with405

111 grid points. The mesh with 27 grid points still resulted in some deviation in normalized406

mass prediction as well as temperature predictions compared to the very fine meshes of 55407

and 111 grid points but the overall prediction of conversion trends and temperature trends408

was similar to what has been obtained from very fine meshes of 55 and 111 grid points. For409

qualitatively studying the conservation trends, a mesh woth 27 can as well be used.410

The relative error in mass conservation for a mesh of 55 grid points was 1.93 % and for a411

mesh of 111 grid points it was 1.94 %. This highlights that since mass is well conserved with412

both meshes, a grid with 55 grid points, can be used for studying the combustion behavior413

of the particle tested in this paper.414

(a) Temperature evolution obtained with a
mesh of 13, 27, 55 and 111 grid points along the
particle radius. The experimental data from
Lu et al.5 for surface and center temperatures
are plotted and the corresponding symbols are:
Tsurface: ∗ and ◦ ; Tcenter: + and ◦ .

(b) Normalized residual solid mass evolution
obtained with a mesh of 13, 27, 55 and 111
grid points along the particle radius.

Figure 3: Effect of the grid point number on modeling results.
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The conclusion that grid-independent results are obtained with 55 grid points is further-415

more supported by the difference between temperature and oxygen mass fraction predictions416

(Figure 4). The differences obtained with meshes of 55 and 111 grid points are negligible.417

On the other hand one can clearly see that predictions obtained with a mesh of 13 grid418

points, deviate significantly, from predictions obtained from finer meshes.419

(a) Temperature distribution for meshes com-
posed of 13, 27, 55 and 111 grid points.

(b) Predicted oxygen mass fraction distribution
for meshes composed of 13, 27, 55 and 111 grid
points.

Figure 4: Effect of grid point number on the modeling results for temperature and oxygen
mass fraction distribution within the reacting single particle.

It seems that the coarser meshes (13 and 27 grid points) predict slightly different times at420

which different stages of thermochemical conversion begin (Figure 5). Furthermore the char421

oxidation rate predicted with a mesh of 13 grid points, does not show a realistic physical422

behavior. Significant numerical oscillations are visible and are only due to the coarse mesh.423

Reduced numerical oscillations can even still be observed with a grid of 27 mesh points. The424

differences between the reaction rates predicted with 55, and 111 grid points on the other425

hand are minor.426
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(a) Primary devolatilization rates as a function
of time.

(b) Gasification rates as a function of time.

(c) Char oxidation rates as a function of time.

Figure 5: Grid-independence study with respect to reaction rates as a function of time during
single wood particle combustion. Grid refinement was done from the originally coarse mesh
of 13 grid points (spanning over the particle radius) to 27, 55 and 111 grid points.

When comparing the reaction rates, one can identify that again the difference between the427

predicted reaction rates obtained with meshes of 55 and 111 grid points is minor which again428

supports the conclusion that a mesh of 55 grid points is sufficient to yield grid-independent429

solutions.430
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5 Results and discussion431

In this section we will first give a detailed presentation of the conversion process of a thermally432

thick wood particle. Then, we will discuss the effect of particle size on the thermal conversion,433

and in particular on the position and extent of the conversion zones.434

It has been stated in the literature that volatiles release from biomass occurs in three435

stages, with 10 % of the volatiles being released between 200 and 300 ◦C, 70 % between436

300 and 400 ◦C and the remaining 20 % between 400 and 900 ◦C.14 This, compared to the437

evaporation at about 100 ◦C, implies that a very broad temperature range, and therefore a438

larger number of grid points, is included in the primary devolatilization zone of wood.439

Char conversion is the slowest stage of the entire thermal wood conversion, as oxygen440

diffusion to the active sites is limited. As oxygen cannot penetrate far into the particle, the441

char conversion occurs in a relatively thin zone.442

Figure 6: Char, wood and liquid water density at different times during thermal conversion.

One can identify the different conversion zones by the gradients of either liquid water,443

wood or char. Figure 6 clearly shows that the theoretically narrow drying zone is smeared444

over some grid points in this model (see water density at 30 s). This smearing is due to the445

application of the kinetic rate drying model, which models drying over a broader temperature446
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range than at exactly 100 ◦C.447

When studying the reaction rates in Figure 5 (for the 55 grid points test case), one can see448

that the reaction rates are enhanced at different times. The first peak of the devolatilization449

rate (at about 10 s) is due to very fast heating of the near surface areas of the particle.450

Since devolatilization is heat transfer controlled, the fast heating of the outer zones leads to451

a sudden and significant start of devolatilization. After this initial phase, the heat transfer452

further inward is slower due to the build-up of an insulating char layer outside the dry wood453

and due to the increased blowing effect that results from the production of volatile gases.454

This reduced heat transfer to the dry wood, yields a slow-down of devolatilization. The455

second increase in the devolatilization rate (around 15 s) is due to enhanced heat release456

due to exothermic CO oxidation reactions as well as exothermic char oxidation reactions.457

Char gasification starts slightly after char oxidation reactions as well as CO oxidation, since458

gasification reactions are slower. The drop after the second increase is assumingly due to459

the decreasing heating contribution of char oxidation and CO oxidation reactions. The460

devolatilization zone moves further away from the char conversion zone and therefore a more461

limited influence of the heat release in the char conversion zone on the heat transfer controlled462

devolatilization zone occurs. In fact, it was found that a change in temperature gradient463

due to the enhanced contribution of exothermic reactions can have a significant influence on464

the devolatilization rate, since the reaction rates (especially for the reaction of wood to tar)465

increase significantly as soon as higher temperatures are reached.466

It was found that CO oxidation reactions influence wood particle combustion in two ways.467

Firstly, heterogeneous oxidation reactions slow down, since the oxygen diffusing inward is468

also consumed by the CO. Secondly, the heat release due to CO oxidation results in an469

acceleration of heat transfer controlled processes.470

Compared to char oxidation (see Figure 5c), steam and CO2 gasification are significantly471

slower (see Figure 5b). This was evaluated by comparing the maximum values for steam and472

CO2 gasification and oxidation reaction rates.473
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Figure 6 shows that the particle, with an initial diameter of 9.5 mm, decreases to about474

8.58 mm in 70 s. This means that the model predicts only limited shrinkage. One can,475

however, see a very thick ash layer building up. At 70 s, the char core is only about 2.8 mm476

in diameter, while the full particle is still about 8.58 mm. This suggests that the current477

model cannot very well describe particle size reduction for wood, since for low-ash biomass,478

such as wood, one expect that the ash will immediately fall off the residual char core instead479

of building up an ash layer. A signficant influence of ash seems more reasonable for high-ash480

content biomass, such as straw.481

(a) Water vapor mass fraction at different times
during wood particle combustion.

(b) Gas phase density at different times during
wood particle combustion.

Figure 7: Water vapor mass fraction and gas phase density at different times during wood
particle combustion.

As long as drying is still occurring, the mass fraction of water vapor inside the porous482

wood particle is high (see 30 s in Figure 7a). After the drying is finalized in the wood particle483

center, the water vapor is quickly transported outward. During the thermal conversion it484

seems that only very little water vapor is consumed by steam gasification reactions, since485

these reactions are slow (see Figure 5b).486

The gas density is rather high in the particle center during the drying and devolatilization487

phases (see Figure 7b). A significant amount of organic mass is entering the gas phase during488

wood devolatilization. Similarly, a lot of water vapor is quickly released to the gas phase489

during drying. Both phenomena result in higher gas density. The shown gas phase density490
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profile leads to a pressure peak in the particle center. The pressure drops to ambient pressure491

at the particle surface. This gas phase pressure gradient is the driving force for gas phase492

convection.493

(a) Temperature at different times during ther-
mal conversion.

(b) Oxygen mass fraction at different times
during thermal conversion.

Figure 8: Temperature and oxygen mass fraction modeling results at different times during
wood particle thermal conversion.

In Figure 8 it is shown that after devolatilization is finalized, the oxidation of the residual494

char leads to a temperature increase (see temperature at 70 s), which is even exceeding the495

furnace temperature. This heat is then conducted outward through the ash-layer, while496

the temperature drops from more than 1400 K to a surface temperature slightly above the497

furnace temperature. Cooling of the particle at this stage of thermal conversion occurs via498

radiative losses.499

Figure 8b shows that the oxygen mass fraction is more or less zero within the char core.500

In fact, oxygen diffusion into the char part of the particle is limited, as can be seen when501

comparing the size of the char core and the oxygen mass fraction at 70 s. The oxygen mass502

fraction at the outer particle surface quickly increases from 10 % at 30 s to almost 20 % at503

70 s, which is due to reduced blowing factors. After devolatilization is over, the outwardly504

directed flow of gas is limited. This minimizes the blowing effect and, hence, increases the505

mass transfer coefficient.506

Tar is produced during devolatilization, which can be seen from the tar mass fraction at507
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30 and 50 s in Figure 9a. The tar is then consumed by secondary tar reactions on its way508

through the surrounding char layer.509

(a) Tar mass fraction at different times during
combustion.

(b) CO mass fraction at different times during
combustion.

Figure 9: CO and tar mass fraction modeling results at different times during wood particle
combustion.

Figure 9b shows that the mass fraction of CO is low at early times, which is due to limited

char oxidation reactions, while at 70 s, the CO mass fraction increases to a maximum of about

33%, which indicates that mainly char is converting. This implies that most of the CO is

formed during char oxidation rather than primary or secondary devolatilization reactions.

The CO mass fraction drops to zero towards the particle surface at 30 s. This is due to CO

oxidation reactions. The drop to lower values toward the surface at 50 s and 70 s is due to

inward diffusion of oxygen and nitrogen, since CO oxidation is negligible because of lack of

water vapor due to the termination of the drying stage. Oxidation of CO require OH radicals

in order to occur sufficiently fast. The OH radicals are supplied in sufficient quantities by

the water vapor leaving the evaporating inner sections of the particle. In fact, the need for

OH radicals for sufficiently fast CO oxidation reactions can be seen from6

ω̇CO = kCO

( ερg
gYCO

MWCO

)( ερg
gYO2

MWO2

)0.25( ερg
gYH2O

MWH2O

)0.5

MWCO. (34)
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5.1 The effect of wood particle size510

In the following, we study the influence of different wood particle diameters on their com-511

bustion behavior. The wood particles tested in this work have an aspect ratio of 4, and due512

to their large diameter and their cylindrical shape they can rather be referred to as wood513

logs. It is assumed that within the size range modeled in this work, the char burnout time514

is not affected by either increased or reduced char reactivity due to different internal heat515

transfer rates. Only within the range of high heating rates of e.g 104◦C/s one expects to see516

reduced char reactivty.40–42517

The tested wood logs were of cylindrical shape with an aspect ratio of 4. The diameters518

and corresponding conversion times are listed in Table 5. The furnace wall temperature was519

1276 K, with the surrounding gas phase temperature was kept at 1050 K.520
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Table 5: List of tested wood log diameters and aspect ratios as well as conversion
times. The water content was 40 wt% wet basis in all test cases. The particle
diameter is expressed by dparticle and the wood log length is expressed by lparticle.
The total thermal conversion time was defined as the time when 99 % of the initial
wet wood log mass had been converted.

dparticle lparticle V tevap tdevol toxid tCO2,gasif tH2O,gasif ttotal

[mm] [mm] [mm3] [s]\% [s]\% [s]\% [s]\% [s]\% [s]

10 40 3.14 × 10−6 38\ 51 \ 67\ 46 \ 32\ 72

52.8 70.8 93.1 63.9 44.4

20 80 2.513 × 10−5 145 \ 182\ 292\ 178\ 143\ 297

48.8 61.3 98.3 60 48.1

40 160 2.01 × 10−4 526\ 632\ 1285\ 610\ 520\ 1292

40.7 48.9 99.5 47.2 40.2
521

Table 5 shows that wood log size, and therefore also the wood log mass, have a significant522

influence on the duration of all conversion stages of a full combustion process.523

The start of a conversion stage, i.e. drying, devolatilization or char conversion, is defined524

as the time when the reaction rates clearly start to increase. When the conversion rates drop525

to very small values again, the conversion stage is considered as being accomplished.526

The corresponding plots have not been added to the paper, since they show the same527

trends as the reaction rates in Figure 5 and the most relevant information are summarized528

in Table 5.529

It was observed that by increasing the wood log diameter by a factor of 2 (compared to530

the reference wood log diameter of 10 mm) the evaporation time increased by a factor of531
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about 3.8, and the devolatilization time by a factor of 3.6. The char burnout time increased532

by a factor of 4.3. When comparing the time required for the full thermal conversion process,533

it is found that the full conversion time increased by a factor of 4.1. Even further increasing534

the particle size by increasing the wood log diameter by a factor of 4 (compared to the535

reference wood log diameter of 10 mm) prolonged the evaporation time by a factor of 13.8,536

while the devolatilization time was 12.4 times longer and the char burnout time was 19.2537

times longer than in the reference case. The full thermal conversion process was prolonged538

by a factor of 17.9 compared to the thermal conversion time for a 10 mm wood log.539

In order to compare the extents to which conversion zones are present at a given stage540

during thermal conversion, the authors compared the char, wood and liquid water densities541

at the time of conversion where 50 % of the inital wet wood mass have been converted. The542

results are found in Figure 10.543

Figure 10: Conversion zones of cylindrical wood logs with diameters ranging from 10 mm to
40 mm and an aspect ratio of 4.

One can observe that for smaller particles, the peak of char density is lower than for544

larger particles, which is due to the different internal heat transfer rates. A lower internal545

heat transfer rate results in more char being formed. As a consequence, the wood log with546
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a diameter of 10 mm has a maximum char density of 75 kg/m3 at 50 % thermal conversion,547

while the largest wood log (dP = 40 mm) has a maximum char density of 120 kg/m3 at the548

same degree of conversion. The char conversion zone is defined by the drop of char density,549

from its maximum value to zero. The char conversion zone spreads over 10.8 % of the initial550

wood log radius for small wood logs (dP=10 mm), while it spreads over a zone of 6 % of the551

initial radius for the large wood logs (dP = 40 mm). In the wood log of intermediate size552

(dP = 20 mm) the char conversion zone spread over 7 % of the initial wood log radius.553

The extent to which the devolatilization zone is present, is decreasing as particle size554

increases. While the devolatilization zone spreads over 21.24 % of the initial radius for the555

small wood log (dP = 10 mm), it spreads over 11.5 % of the radius of the large wood log (dP556

= 40 mm).557

For the drying zone this analysis is more challenging due to the smearing effect of the558

kinetic rate drying model. Therefore, an analysis of the extent to which the drying zone is559

present in the wood logs of different sizes, is rather rough. In order to avoid misinterpretation560

of the results, we defined the drying zone, as the zone where the liquid water density drop561

from 360 kg/m3 to zero. By this, it was found that the extent to which the drying zone is562

present decreases as the wood log diameter increases. While the drying zone spreads over563

a range of 26 % of the initial wood log radius for small logs (dP = 10 mm), it only spreads564

over 17.5 % for large logs (dP = 40 mm).565

The heat transfer controlled processes (drying and devolatilization) cover a larger domain566

of the particle than diffusion controlled char conversion.567

It is interesting to see that the model, validated against a rather small near-spherical568

particle, can be up-scaled to signficantly larger particle dimensions (diameter in cm-range569

and aspect ratios larger than 1) and still replicate theoretically expected trends. This is a very570

promising observation, since only very limited literature is available on the thermochemical571

degradation of large wood logs, of sizes comparable to what is applied in wood stoves.572

Consequently, most of the model validation will have to be done against experiments done573
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with small thermally thick particles. After validation the particle must be up-scaled, if one574

aims to develop a solid phase model for wood log combustion in domestic heating appliances.575

The authors therefore conclude that this numerical model, can be used to describe wood576

particle conversion as well as large wood log combustion.577

6 Conclusions and recommendations578

The 1D model has proven to be a good approach to fundamentally study the combustion be-579

havior of wood particles. Nonetheless, obtained temperature data requires further validation,580

despite accurate mass loss predictions. Accurate surface temperature predictions, is not pos-581

sible with a stand-alone solid phase combustion model, since dynamic coupling between gas582

phase and solid phase is required to accurately predict wood particle surface temperatures.583

The current solid phase model seems to capture the relevant chemical and physical phenom-584

ena very well, suggesting that coupling it to a gas phase model, is a promising advancement585

for future research.586

In this work, a combustion model for thermally thick wet near-spherical particles was587

validated and due to the assumption of thermally thick particles during validation, used588

for studying the combustion behavior of large wood logs. The model describes drying,589

devolatilization and char oxidation and gasification, as well as homogeneous oxidation re-590

actions of CO. The model can describe oxygen diffusion into the particle, while accounting591

for a reduced mass transfer coefficient due to blowing of exiting gases. Volumetric shrink-592

age of the particle was considered during drying and devolatilization. Size reduction during593

char conversion was only considered by char conversion to pure ash at the outer char zone.594

Comparison to other modeling works and experimental data showed that the model is of595

acceptable accuracy and can be used for fundamental studies on combustion behavior of596

large thermally thick wood particles and logs.597

It was shown that for a near-spherical particle (dP=9.5 mm) a mesh of 55 grid points598
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(spanning over the particle radius) results in grid-independent solutions for the current con-599

ditions. Furthermore, it was found that due to challenges related to surface temperature600

measurements of combusting wood particles, validation of models is hard.601

The wood log size does not influences the relative position of the conversion zones. The602

relative volume over which the three conversion zones were present decreased with increasing603

wood log diameter.604

The current shrinkage model cannot accurately describe the actual particle size of a605

near ash-free wood particle. For such wood species it is more accurate to assume inward606

moving boundaries, which means that no ash-layer builds up but that ash instead falls off607

immediately. With the current shrinkage model, a thick ash layer is allowed to build up. It608

is therefore recommended to compare the modeling results of a model with inward-moving609

boundary conditions, to the modeling results presented in this work and study which ash610

consideration is more appropriate for wood combustion modeling.611

Furthermore, it needs to be mentioned, that with respect to model input data, such as612

wood properties, or even reaction kinetics, as well as char reactivity, noteable uncertainties613

do exist that will affect modeling results. Despite these potential sources of error, for the case614

studied here, the presented model has proven to capture physical and chemical phenomena615

related to combustion rather well. The sensitivity of the model to model input data should616

be studied in future works, in order to assure that the model predicts combustion of single617

wood particles under different conditions equally well. However, such an extensive parametric618

study was not within the scope of this work dealing with model development.619
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